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Lansbury Lido on the Serpentine are all named after him.
He was born 21" February 1859. His father was a migrant worker. His

mothe{, Anne Lansbury, was of Welsh heritage. His parents drinking
defined George's lifelong abstinence from alcohol.

His family were noncon-formist and radical. In 1868 they moved to
Bethnal Green.

His initial political involvement was with the Liberal Party.
ln 1892 he helped form the Bow and Bromley branch of the SDF

(Social Democratic Federation). He later joined the ILP (Independent
Labour Party). On its formation in 1906 Lansbury joined the Church
Socialist League and became its Vice-president.

In 1912 two years after becoming an MP he clashed with Prime
Minister Herbert Asquith over the issue of women's suffrage and
resigned his seat. 'It was not a wise political decision', he later said. He
lost by 75L votes.

Campaigning for women's suffrage, Lansbury was charged with
sedition in1913 and jailed in Pentonville.

ln1912he helped found The Daily Herald newspaper. 1n1922 desper-
ately short of funds Lansbury reluctantly handed over the paper to the
TUC and the Labour Party.Between 1925 md1927he edited Lansbury's
Labour Weekly.

He established the first pioneering training school for destitute
Poplar children in 1905, called Hutton Poplars in the Essex countryside,
the model for many subsequent children's homes.

Lansbury led the Poplar Rates Rebellion in 1921,, opposing not only
the Government and the London County Council, but also leaders of his
own party; it was not fhe only time he ind Herbert MorrisorL a Labour
Ml were on opposite sides.

The rebels refused to hand the tax precept to the LCC instead they
gave it to the poor. Thirty councillors, including six women, were
jailed by the High Court for six weeks. Council meetings were held in
Brixton Prison.

A rates revision was won and Lansbury returned to Parliament lll1922.
1n1927 he was elected Chairman of the Parliamentary Labour Party.

In the Second Labour Government of 1929 he was First Commissioner
of Works.

Fifty-one Labour and ILP MPs survived the 1931 election including
Lansbury. He became Chairman of the PLP. In L932 Arthur Henderson
Ieader of the Labour ParW stood down from the leadership of the pafty
in the country and Lansbury was elected Leader.

Through the early 1930s his absolute pacifism brought him into
conflict with the Party leading to his resignation in L935 after a brutal
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PLP. In Lansbury they'found someone whom they loved and who
loved them with no touch of patronage'.

This is part of his legary - to quote George Thomas Labour MP for
Cardiff -'He not only saved the soul of the party, he saved the party. We
could have sunk into oblivion and the Liberals could have been rebom'.

It is the ILP association with Attlee and Lansbury that is vital. This
year (2013) marks the 120th anniversary of the ILP. His biographer ]ohn
Shepherd described the ILP as Lansbury's 'natural home'. Attlee
described the critical importance of his own journey to the ILP. It
anchors them both within a distinctive English socialist tradition and
bridges their political lives.

ln 1919 Major Clement Attlee became the youngest ever Mayor of
Stepney. He supported Lansbury and the Poplar Rates Rebellion in
1921..He was elected MP for Limehouse n1922. The same election saw
Lansbury get back into parliament a decade after resignation.

ln1934Attlee became acting leader for nine months when Lansbury
fell and nearly died. Later Attlee defeated Greenwood and Morrison
when taking over from Lansbury.

The young Clement Attlee joined with fifteen others to form the
Stepney branch of the ILP in January 1908; five years earlier a few
streets away Lansbury had taken a similar journey.

Founded in Bradford in 1893 the ILP grew from the bottom up -
'from those shadowy parts known as the provinces' to quote E P
Thompson.Its image one of bohemianism:'braving apathy and hostility,
buoyed up by optimism, concerned not with the minutiae of political
dealings but the broad uncomplicated advocary of ethical principles'.

Under Keir Hardie in L895 the ILP turned away from the doctrinaire
economism of the SDF.

Instead it created a unique blend of domestic socialism. In the notion
of a'Labour Church' and the'Socialist Sunday School'movements with
their alternative commandments which sought 'the realisation of
Heaven in this life by the establishment of a society founded on justice
and love to thy neighbour' and to'honour the good, be courteous to a1l,
bow down to none'.

Its politics ethical, not materialistic. Romantic and utopian built
around the dignity of the human being and our fundamental equality.
For Attlee it was a secularised ethic; for Lansbury a Christian one. Both
refracted into a story of patriotic renewal and English virtue although
divided around military intervention. One the second to last off the
beach at Gallipoli in the First World War, the other resigning from the
parry leadership through a pacifist absolutism.

The ILP radicalism forged in these streets defined the political
4
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What is of value is not the notion of 'exchange value'. It amounts to
a radical critique of political economy; of economic transactions. It is the
source of a distinctly Englisfu radical transformative politics. One that is
sometimes identifiible *itfrin the Labour Party.

Morris is the critical link, as this form of socialist thought is
attached to the political formation of the emerging working class in .
the late 19th century. a a a 

I
.This turbulent period of class struggle occurs alongTde a 'neo-classi- Ical' economic revolution; removing value away from labour itself into rl

the scientific realm of individual rational prefeiences. It still dominates
today. It is called neo-liberalism

The socialism of Morris is grounded in the emancipatory conception
of human labour and creativity. Art constitutes a politics of-resistarice to
life being commodified. This is what constitutes socialism.

This was not - as is often assumed - backward looking or anti-technol-
ogy. Thiq is a crass misreading of Morris: to pitch him as against civilisa-
tion. Rather it is built around the creativity of human labour. It is a con-
tinuous struggle, not just against capitalism - glven its alienating effects
on human ceativity - but also leftwing utilitaiianism and Fabianism.

Socialist change is not simply political and economic change - the
'machinery' of socialism - as he called it - but heightened consciousness
that aims to realise a person's true capacities. SeIf realisation.

In the cauldron of 1880s Englandlt was a politics built around the
search for an authentic human life and growth. The struggle for a
society that releases other human virfues.

The period was one of profound change and economic rupfure; of
major political realignment and struggle. Socialist responses divided
between rationalist and romantic. Morris as the key figure on one side.
Fabianism, utilitarianism and various socialist scientific or economistic
strands on the other.

Here stands the classic fault line within the history of socialism as
later defined by economic historian RH Tawney - between its econom-
ic and its ethical traditions.

Morris is long dead yet arguably remains the most significant figure
in English socialism. I
The three great prophets of Labour and the ILP: Keir Hardie Ramsey I
MacDonald and George Lansbury - the 'apostles of the old faith' to
quote Ken Morgan- were all driven by a profound sense of human fel-
lowship forged alongside Morris in the 1880s.

Keir Hardie, ' a latter-day Jesus', formed as a rebel in the Ayrshire coal-
fields in the 1880s. A founder of the ILP in 1893. The illegitimate teenage
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Virtually 80 years ago, in early December 1933, in Gainsborough having
opened abazaar and before addressing apilq meeting Labour Leader
Lansbury fell and very badly fractured his thigh.

He felt close to death. He was to remain in the Manor House Hospital
in Hampstead for over six months - he had his 75th birthday there.

He used the period to good effect. Publishing two boo-ks within a
year. The first was a second volume of memoirs. The other a volume
entitled My England. In effect a new Christian socialist manifesto built
around a series of articles published tnThe Clarion.

It is here that George declares his essential creed- his'desire always
is to chain down misery and set happiness free'. The task at hand, Iit-
erally'to reconstruct the whole life of the nation'.

The significance of Lansbury is best understood in these pages -
especially chapter L7 entitled 'The Joy of Living'. A unique blend o-f ILp
radicalism, Christian Socialism and the possibilities of human creativi-
ty and advancement inspired by Morris. More than any other Labour
politician Lansbury had become anchored within, and spoke to, this
specific romantic, English radical socialist tradition. With five essential
elements.

First a'national popular' patriotic socialism.
Second, a transformative agenda that rejects a shallow end transac-

tional labour politics.
Third, a socialism hinged on gaining power to give it away - a trust

in people and a radical democratic bent.
Fou-q, afeminism drivenby a specific understanding of humanequality.
Fifth, an ethic ancf'rored within a conception of the human condition and

its creative possibilities, duties and obligations and sense of fellowship.

It is of direct relevance today. The book was published 5 years after the
crash and economic ruptureof 1929.Itwas wlitten 3 years after the col-
lapse of the Second Labour Government.

Today we stand in precisely the same spot in the political cycle dri-
ven by crisis and political rupture.

Today we consider Lansbury's life 5 years after the epochal events of
2008 and 3 years after the collapse of the last Labour Government
arguably triggering our greatest crisis since 1931.

Labour has a terrible record at such historic turning points.
8
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lation from a Parfir shifting toward a more muscular patriotic identity.
These are played out alongside personal tragedy. Bessie had died in
1933; his son Edgar died on 28 May 1935.

Labour has too often renounced the transformative in favour of the
transactional.

It has too often retreated from the compromises and messy reali-
ties of people into the order and security of the state.

Transactional politics delivers real benefits to people.
But they don t change anything fundamental in the economic struc-

tures and social hierarchies that are the dynamo of inequality.
On their own they dorLt generate power and self confidence in people.
For that sense of person"al fulfilment, self-knowledge, achievement,

dignity, self-esteem, of a life lived well and true to one's self - you need
something more - you need a story that speaks to people's hopes and
dreams and in which they recognise themselves.

A transformative politics is about voicing what people already know
and feel but struggle to find the words for.

Transactional politics is about slicing and dicing the electorate in
search of victory.

People are reduced to votes and units of calculus.
Butlo what end and for what purpose?
We need the statisticians, empiricists, calculators, tacticians, policy

technicians to help build a better decent society.
But too often Labour has sent them forth without reason or purpose,

other than a tribal urge for victory.
Too many of our manifestos end up as lists of policies, an offer to this

group, a promise to that, the different parts never adding up to any-
thi^g that makes sense to people.

As Tawney said in l934:'itdemanded too little and offered too much'.
It is the One Nation frame that can hold both the transformative and

transactional.
Neither can win without the other.
So the Poliry Review I am involved with is about producing evi-

dence based policy but embedded in a deeper story of One Nation.
The story determines the poliry making and the policy making gives

substance and detail to the story and both are given political reality by
the movement building of our Party reforms.

The mass political pafty of the 20th century that George Lansbury led
rc gone.
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never left. He embodies the history of both ethical socialism and the
ILP in this country.

Lansbury was a genuine radical in terms of women's emancipation
and the widening of the franchise; driven by fundamental concerns
about human dignity and equal worth which at different times left him
in Brixton and Pentonville and on hunger strike.

Personal advancement in the House of Commons didn't interest
him. Resignation spoke volumes as to personal frustration with the
Westminster Party and Parliament itself. Aged 53 he threw away his
seat.

He was sent to Pentonville in 1913 following militant rhetoric some
saw as sedition. Demonstrations and mass singing followed in support
of his hunger strike. The people got him out of there.

He was the driver behind the most important public document of the
last century - the Minority Report on the Future of the Poor Laws.

As Poor Law Guardian his hatred of the workhouse was personaf
deep and profound. The Minority Report was the cornerstone of the
future Welfare State delivered by that other great ILP East End activist
Clem Attlee. Both refused to accept the notion of the undeserving poor-
we should remember that.

The 1946legislation with the end of the Poor Law stands as testa-
ment to Lansbury and Attlee and East London's humanity captured in
the ILP.

One Nation politics is about reviving the exiled tradition embodied in
the life and work of George Lansbury.

It was built in these streets. You can literally see it in the face of the
man. Dig out the old photos; his humanity glows, almost as a physical
force. And the people knew it.

Memory is itself a political act to recapture what we have lost.
George t,ansbury saved the Labour Party because he encapsulated

the soul of the Party.
It was, he said'to chain down misery and set happiness free'.
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jon Cruddas was re-elected a Member of
Parliament at the 2010 general election.

Cruddas was born in Helstory the son
of a sailor, and was educated at the
Oaklands Catholic Comprehensive
School in Waterlooville, near Portsmouth
before attending the University of
Warwick where he qualified with an M.A.
and later a Ph.D. in Philosophy, for a the-
sis entitled An analysis of aalue theory, the
sphere of production ana contempbrary
approaches to the reorganisation of worlcplace
relations. He was a visiting fellow at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison for a
year fuom\987.

1n1989, he became a policy officer with
the Labour Party before becoming the chief assistant to the General
Secretary of the Labour Party in1994.After the 1997 general electiory he
became the deputy political secretary to the new Prime Ministe4 Tony
Blaiq, and as the link between the Prime Minister and the trade unions,
he worked heavily on the introduction of the minimum wage. He was
a member of the Tiansport and General Workers Union from 1989 until
his election in 2001 when he became MP for Dagenham. In the run up
to the 2006 local elections he identified that Labour's focus on Middle
England and failure to engage with its traditional supporters was lead-
ing to a swelling of support for the far-right BNP.

ln2A07, Jon stood for election as Labour's deputy leader following
the resignation of Tony Blair and John Prescott as Leader and Deputy
Leader. By standing for electiory Jon opened the contest to new ideas -
especially on housing, immigration and public services. He won the
support of tens of thousands of members and trade unionists.

At the last election ]on campaigned hard against the BNR who
enjoyed a strong presence in Barking and Dagenham until they lost all
of their councillors in the 2010 elections.

Jon Cruddas has been appointed as head of Labour's policy review,
and he is a member of The Shadow Cabinet.
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